Tool Box of Ideas for Smaller Centres:
Attracting, Welcoming & Retaining Immigrants to Your Community

Resource Handout #8

What am I Doing to Welcome Diversity?... Quiz

Here is a basic self-test to reflect on what actions and attitudes we take in response to welcoming diversity...

1. Among my friends there are people from other cultures.
   
   Many    Quite a Few    Some    One    None

2. If I see a person I know, of my own culture and background, sitting alone in a cafeteria, I make a point of talking to him/her.
   
   Frequently    Quite Often    Most of the Time    Rarely Never

3. Most of my friends are against people who have a different cultural background than their own.
   
   Very True    Mostly True    50% of the time    Largely Untrue    Completely Untrue

4. When Someone is telling a racist joke, I:
   
   Laugh    Tell the person it is wrong to make fun of someone    Say nothing at all

5. If someone of another culture or colour needed direction to go somewhere, I would:
   
   Walk Away    Give him/her the directions    Tell him/her I’m not an information booth

6. I like people only because of their personality, not because of the way they look.
   
   Completely True    Mostly True    Usually True    Rarely True    Never True

7. If I see a person I know, of another culture, sitting alone in the cafeteria, I make a point of talking to him/her.
   
   Completely True    Mostly True    Usually True    Rarely True    Never True

8. My friends usually ignore the situation when someone of another culture is being treated unfairly or disparaging comments are made about him/her.
   
   Completely True    Mostly True    Usually True    Rarely True    Never True

9. I have tried to place myself into the shoes of someone who has been discriminated against and see how it would feel.
   
   Yes    No

10. I feel more comfortable around some ethno-cultural groups than others.
    
    Completely True    Mostly True    Usually True    Rarely True    Never True